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The FTox1200 is the most recent offering in
the new lineup of Yaesu HF ffansceivers.
The '1200 shares the cabinet and appearance of its recent sibling, the FTirx3000 HF
and 6 meter transceiver, but has a different
receiver architecture.l While the FTnx3000
shares the top performing downconverting

architecture of the FTox5000, the
FTDx1200 has a more commonly encountered upconverting architecture, such as is
found in the Yaesu FI-950 and many other
recent transceivers.z This means that its
close-in dynamic receive performance is not
quite up to the level of the '3000 or '5000
(see the sidebar "Downconverting, UpconWhat's the Big Deal?"), but the
verting
'1200 performs
significantly better in terms
of close-in receive performance than the
earlier generation FI-950 or many of its

competitors.

.

lVhat Does lt Do?
Other than the difference in close-in receive
performance and a few items that are standard on the '3000 and optional on the '1200,

the two radios appear identical. The
FTnx1200 is a very competent new mem-

ber of the full-size, medium-price, 160
through 6 meter 100 W transceiver family. It
offers features we expect in such a radio:

DSP filtering with bandwidth step sizes for
all kinds of operation, a built-in antenna
tuner that remembers the settings for different bands on two antennas, DSP noise reduction and noise blanking, digital notch
filter for voice modes, a memory CW keyer,

1N. Fusaro, W3lZ, "Yaesu FTox3000 HF and

6 Meter Transceiver," Product Review, QSI,
Apr 201 3, pp 48-53. Product Reviews are available to ARRL members online at www.arrl.

org/product-review.

2N. Fusaro, W3lZ, "Yaesu FT-950 HF and 6 Meter
Transceiver," Product Review, QSI Mar 2008,

pp 46-51,

triple band stack registers and even a band
scope.

The Front Panel
The front panel is big enough to have room

for

a good number ofknobs and buttons
refreshing for those of us used to more com-

-

pact radios. The controls and indicators
appear in two groups. The large, heavily
weighted and smooth main tuttttlG knob is
at the center of one grcup, while the colorful
LCD panel and its controls serve as the
other.

The Tuning Cluster
The rururnc knob is sunounded by buttons
associated with the nrning process, such as a
FAST button that allows quick excursions up
and down the band. Knob tension is easily
adjustable by tuming the ring behind the
TUNTNG knob. Tuning speed is menu selectable with separate choices for SSB, CW
a nice touch. This
data, AM, and FM

-

Bottom Line
TheYaesu FTDX1200 is a very
versatile full{eatured and full-sized
HF and 6 meter transceiver that
doesn't give up much compared to
its more expensive siblings.

radio includes two VFOs, and can oFe-'r: -spLtr mode between them. Receiver ra--mental tuning (nx cun) and transmii ir-=mental tuning (rx cun) are also prorlie:
both with up to a 10 kHz offset. The alo.r=r
of split, or clarifier (cmn) offset is inditl=
below the VFO A frequency on the LCDthe space that would otherwise be occua*
by the vFo B frequency.

-

To the right of the main

TUNTNG

knot'

'::

buttons forming a keypad with a dozen tc-:;tons that mainly serve as band seleci.-r'sEach press of the button associated *ifr a
band cycles through three band stack regjsters, each of which can be set up rrifi
frequency and the operating parameten as-

tr

sociated with that frequency including
mode, antenna selection (two choicest and
bandwidth. This is a very handy feature. The
keypad can also be used to enter the frequency directly.

The LCD Panel
The left side of the front panel highligha the
LCD (Figure l). The LCD provides the fuquency displays, a virtual analog S meter (or
bar type, by menu selection) that can also
serve other functions, and a bunch of controls and indicators including a kind of specffum scope. In normal mode, the top half of
the display shows the frequencies, and other
halfoperating parameters and alerts, such as
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whether or not you are in eRrRx-rN mode, or
are using compression (corve). Four graph_

ics indicate bandwidth, passband tuning,
notch filter, and contour settings. The boi_
tom half of the display can be set to three
different functions
the spectrum scope.
menu settings (scroll through all 197 menus
with the vro e knob) or a group ofeight soft
buttons. The soft buttons let you make deci_
sions such as whether or not vox, transmit
equalization (Mtc Eo), or the xeyen is on;

-

which of the metering functions is,em_
ployed during transmit (power out, SWR,
compression, and others); toggling the digi_
tal notch filter (orur) or digital noise reduc_
tion (DNR); and generating a spor tone. The

function is selected by using the up and
down buttons and the value is set by pushing
the selEcr button.
To the left of the LCD panel are poweR and
buttons, along with urc, KEy and

TUNER

euorue jacks. Beneath the panel are four
dual concentric controls and five buttons.
The controls provide vrc gain/xeven speed
and processing level (enoc)/carrier level.
(cnn), passband sHrrr and wroru, as well as
Rp and nr gain with the nr gain menu setta_

ble to be a squelch (sol) control.

a

good sized front panel would not need many
menus! the ' 1200 features 197 of them. Al_

most all are of the set-and-forget variety.
The default values work well, but using
them means missing out on one of this ra_
dio's many attributes
its flexibility.

-

The menus are organized by category. Cat_
egories include mode with a group for cw,
for example. But then there,s a separate

group called KEvER that, of course, only

Figure 1

-

cilloscope to carefully obsene

I
:

received si_enal or your transmit

::l,,ll

Menus can be used for functions such as set_
ting the AGC delay and slope, changing rhe

time or frequency (waterfall) c-:.,um.,
stalling the FFT board (lower .:,- l

colors or position of elements of the LCD.
or selecting S meter type. There are separate
audio filter high and low cutoff and slope
settings for each operating mode
AM.
CW. data. FM. RTTY. and SSBI All of rhose
modes also have their own tuning step size
selection as separate menu items.

-

There are a bunch of settings associatecl
with the spectrum scope function, including
thedisplay width with a separate setting foi
each band. Before you know it, you,re up to
menu item 197!

Spectrum Scope
The FTox1200 offers a specrrum scope that
operates in an intermittent mode. That is, it
automatically and briefly steals the receiver
and make a sweep, then returns the receiver
to audio use. In between scans, it shows the
last snapshot taken.
The scope can be set up so that the display is
centered on the operating frequency to show

lSenus
While you might think that a radio with

applies to CW operation, so you still have to
hunt a bit. Fornrnately, the menu functions
are listed in plain text on the LCD screen as
you scroll through them.

what's happening around you, or it can be
set up to always show the same pofiion of
the band. The scope can refresh automati_
cally, which is handy if you're not in actual
operation, or manually by a push of the
sELEcr button. I found the auto mode some_

what distracting while operating, but it
could be useful in some circumstances, such

as monitoring a band for openings. The
bandwidth of the display is independently
set for each band by a menu entry. A ,.roni
push of the scopE button gives it the whole

LCD screen (Figure 2).

The colorful LCD shows many operating parameters.
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you have the optional FFT

I

iurni,,

spectrum scope can also functic,:
:.

ure 4) gave me a glimpse of the l:-.

the shielded compartmenls
cast alloy chassis

-

Figure 2

-

:r

,,t,

'1200 and I was quite impres.=:
quality of the construction
:.:::

",

proi:-_

nicejob!

The Back Panel
The rear panel (Figure 3) provici+ :,,r,
sockets for two antennas and a p-.,,*
socket along the top. The busier b-r:,

includes three connectors for th. ,,:
p-tune preselector, a socket for rc, , r
trol from the radio (if you hare Yaesu rotator), special mini-DIN :,rlinear amplifier control, an extemr
tuner and a RTTy/DATA socket. C:t.:
along the bottom are push-to-i-.*
sockets
handy for a foot or kn=
along- with an audio jack for --:_
-(nec), a jack for the optional FH-_

(nev), an exr sexn jack and a xr, 'j
dependent of the front panel jack. :.:
right is a nine pin cnr (serial compir:j
nection) jack with male pins.
GAT Operation
The FTnx1200 provides a nine pin

:s

serial port for connection to u ta. t','
most serial cables for this purpo- :urnn
female connector that connects to ::r
and a male for the radio end, the ,ll,r ,r,
rial connector has male pins; this r=
either a straight through (not modei:
with female connectors on both el*: fi:
nine pin double female adapter. Forr_:

the latter is available at RadioSha-r_

number 26-1409. This adapter :_

mode.
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Press a button and the spectrum scope goes to
full_sc_=j

Nllil!llll|lI|l
igure

3

-
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-:a: panel, showing the available connections

V a'4
,.:i i 3d onto

the radio's connector, making

,:i just like everyone

':;:::Je.

r;;

else's serial

I had that sorted out and had come to
';'

:*::

ith the usual handshaking setup probI tbund that the interface could ex-

'"--..
-*:e

frequency data in both directions
. '-, software I had on my PC including

- -.*. Radio Deluxe and NIMM Contest
:

-'l.

: - -1ose with newer computers that have
, :3 rather than serial connectors, Yaesu
-=-: the SCU-17 USB Interface Unit. In
,',- -:on to making the serial-to-USB transi: .- rr simplifies data and RITY operation.
- :.:r'e more detail on this feature later.

mternal Antenna Tuner

-:,; FTox1200

includes a relay operated
---lratic antenna tuner with 100 frequency

:e::iories as standard equipment. It can be
c.::ted to operate with either antenna port

r " biurd-by-band basis. As mentioned pre,:':-rly. tuner seffings for various band seg::€:rts can be memorized with the band

;=king

L:

register.

The transmitterpassed muster on most criteria, but our initial FTnx1200 (serial number
3F020021) did not meet Yaesu's specifica-

tions in terms of its third order transmit

IMD. We brought this to Yaesu's attention,
and after investigation they redesigned the
transmitlow-pass filter, changing 13 capacitor values. The test results shown in Thble 1
reflect the design changes applied to a second radio, serial number 3H030068.
Yaesu indicates that the modifications were

applied to transceivers shipped from Tokyo
after September 2013 and are included in
new production.

On

the Air at W1ZR

The FTDx1200 fit nicely into my station and
came into operation without any difficulties.
While it has the usual jack for an external
speaker, I found that the top firing internal

V1

":

one handled plenty of audio without difficulty and provided good quality communications reception in all modes.

A

CW Operation
The FTnx1200 is a pleasure to use on CW
The intemal keyer works well, in iambic

internal tuner is rated for up to a 3:1

most useful for trimming up a
:-;:ched antenna at the band edges. Yaesu
..r offers an optional extemal automatic
--::r that has a wider tuning range, but I
a-J.R

*=d a manual tuner for that function.
ln the ARRL Lab

i';r test results from the ARRL Lab are pre-rted in the "Key Measurements Sumrrry," detailed results of all tests are
:resented in Table I and Figures 5 through

-

We could summarize by saying that the

in the same performance league of its
:--p performing siblings, is far better than its
:-- edecessor (the FI-950).

VI

20M

lntercept values were determined
using -97 dBm reference
*Testing stopped after after reaching

:;;eiver part of this transceiveq while not
:-'.lite

80M

Key:
Dynamic range and intercept
values with preamp otf.

Close up of the lower left portion oi
the bottom of the FTDX1200 chassis with bottom cover removed. The optional FFT-1 processor is inslalled in its own shielded compartment.

Figure 4

-

maximum output from test fixture.
See Table 1.
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A or B. A simulated bug mode is
supported, as is an automatic character

modes

space (ncs) mode if using one of the iambic
modes. There are separately settable front
and rear xevjacks, so onejack can be used
with keyer paddles and the other a straight
key, if desired. In addition keying from PC
software is supported.

The front panel keyer speed control is appreciated. Full or semi break-in operation is
supported and the transmit-receive (TR)
switching occurs silently
always a blessing. The switching connection to my linear
amplifier using the optional Yaesu cable
(parl number T9201451, though you probably don't want to try to solder to those tiny
connectors) also supported full break-in
switching with a menu-adjustable transmit

Manufacturer's Specif ications

Measured in the ARRL Lab

Frequency coverage: Receive, 0.03-56 MHz
(specified performance, amateur bands only):
transmit, 1.8-54 MHz (amateur bands only).

Rece:ve and transmit, as specified.

Power consumption: Beceive, 1.8 A (no signal).
2.1 A (signal present); transmit, 23 A (100 W)
at 13.8 V dc + 10%.

Rece ve. 1.63 A (max brightness, max
vor. r'ic signal), 1.45 A (min brightness);
iiarsmit. 8 A at 5 W RF output, 19 A
tyc;cal at 100 W RF output at 13.8 V dc.
Operation confirmed at 12.4 V dc.

Modes of operation: SSB, CW AM, FM, RTTY.
PSK31.

As specified.

Receiver

Receiver Dynamic Testing

SSB/CW sensitivity: 2.4 kHz bandwidth,
10 dB S+N/N: 0.5-1.8 MHz (preamp 2 on),
2.0 pV; 1.8-30 MHz, 0.16 gV (preamp 2 on);
50-54 MHz, 1.25 pV (preamp 2 on).

Nci-re floor (MDS), 500 Hz bandwidth,

delay to avoid hot switching. Five CW
memories can be set up using the FH-2 remote control keypad to both to load and access them. The messages can be entered
from the intemal keyer or via a character
text function. The keyer messages can also
support sequential contest numbering.

'1

Noise figure: Not specified.

1

AM sensitivity: 6 kHz bandwidth, 10 dB S+N/N:
0.5-1.8 MHz (preamp 2on),2 pV; 1.8-30 MHz
(preamp 2),2ltV;50-54 MHz (preamp 2),
1

iiV

The almost continuously adjustable DSP
selectivity made separating stations a
breeze, although I had to remember to
hit the nanow (runn) button to move below
500 Hz bandwidth on CW Once there, it

Spectral display sensitivity: Not specified.

was usable all the way down to a width of 50

Blocking gain compression dynamic range:

FM sensitivity: 15 kHz bandwidth, 12 dB SINAD:
28-30 MHz (preamp 2), 0.5 pV;50-54 MHz,
(preamp 2), 0.35 UV

Hz without noticeable ringing. A single-

Voice Operation
Voice operation ofthe FTnx1200 had nothing to apologize for either. Receive audio
sounded full and crisp with the smoothly
adjustable DSP providing just the needed
sharpness and the shift moving the edges
where needed to provide clean copy. The
digital notch filter (orlr) made any in-channel tones go away completely. The digital
noise reduction (orun) system was effective
against many fypes of noise using the default
algorithm, one of 15 available by menu.

Voice operated ffansmit (vox) switching is
provided and worked well, as did push-totalk (err). The provided PTT hand mic received good repofts, as did a headset with
the appropriate connector adapter to fit the
front panel eight pin jack. A rear panel err
jack is also available, and I used it with my

#
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10 dB

25 I 1 4 17

dB

(S+N/N, 1-kYz, 30% modulation,

6 rHz bandwidth, 15 kHz
1.0 ldHz 0.68 pV (preamp
3.8 ilHz 0.77 1tY (preamp
50 [,lHz 0.72 1tY (preamp

roofing filter:
2)
2)
2)

For12 dB SINAD, preamp 2:

lt,|Hz
52MHz

29

0.23 pV
0.23 pV

Preamp oll I 1 I 2: -1 09 I -1 201 -1 26 dBm.
B;ooking gain compression dynamic range,
500 Hz bandwidth, 3 kHz roofing filter:
20 kHz
5/2 kHz offset
Preamp off/1/2 Preamp off
3.5 h'lHz 13411401140
1301124 dB
14 NrHz 132.11381136d8 131/123 dB
'1251119
50 MHz 12911311126
dB

dB
dB

80 meter CW scheduled contact with

critical ear.

4 Llltz. preamp otl I 1 12:

otfset

button audio peaking filter (npr) provided a
very sharp selectivity for CW. My regular

W1WO went fine and George reported that
the full break-in signal sounded fine to his

3 kHz roofing filter:

Preamp Off 1
2
(dBm) (dBm) (dBn)
0 137 MHz -104 -1 16 -104
0.475 MHz -122 -137 -139
.0 t'1Hz -125 -137 -141
*136 -141
3.5 lilHz
14l,'lHz -124
-122 -133 -140
50 lr'lHz -122 -134 -141

Reciprocal mixing dynamic range: Not speci{ied.

20 5

2k9z offset: 104/91/81

dB.

ARRL Lab Two-Tone IMD Testing (500 Hz bandwidth. 3 kHz roofing filter)..

Band/Preamp
3.5

MHz/Off

Spacing
20 kHz

14

MHz/Off

2OkHz

lnput Level
-30 dBm
*1 6 dBm

Measured Measured Calculated
llviD Level IMD DR
lPs
+17 dBm
-124 dBrn 94 dB
+25 dBm
-97 dBm

-21 dBm

-122d3m

-12 dBm
-56 dBm
14 MHz/Pre

1

14MHz/Pre2
14

MHzlOlt

20 kHz

20kHz
5 kHz

50

MHz/OIt 2 k{z
MHz/Off

20kHz

0 dBm

-32 dBm
-20 dBm

-133 dBm 101 dB
-97 dBm

-41 dBm

-27 dBm

-140 dBm
-97 dBm

-22dBm

-122dBm

-13 dBm
-54 dBm
14

101 dB

-97 dBm

+9 dBm
+9 dBm

100 dB

+28 dBm
+29 dBm
+27 dBm

83 dB

+3 dBm
+4 dBm
+17 dBm

0 dBm

-122dBm

-28 dBm
-20 dBm

-122 dBm
-97 dBm

dBm
+19 dBm
+1 9

99 dB

-97 dBm

-39 dBm
-30 dBm
-34 dBm

+30 dBm
+31 dBm
+28 dBm

-97 dBm
0 dBm

94 dB

+19 dBm
dBm

+1 9

-:::-:-Crcer
I l= -:

tn:erce3:

!,t,-t

rv--

-p,a=ei.

se i.eduction: No: s:+:=33.

.:":- ' iei'depth:

Variable, 30 dB maximum.

Not speciied.

3,' a:.acent channel selectivity:
Not specified
r':,,,3-tone. third-order IMD

'r::

dynamic range:

sc€cifi€d.

i-::er

14 MHz. preamp olii1i2. -71;-69,'+69 dBr,r:
50 MHz, +89/+77l+65 dBm.

sensitivity: Not specified.

Manuai notch: >70 dB, Auto notch; >70 dB,
attack time: 100 ms.
29 MHz,85 dB; 52 MHz,77 dB.
20 kHz offset, preamp 2:
29 MHz, 65 63t; 52 MHz,Z7 dB.
10 MHz channel spacing:
29 MHz,98 dB; 52 MHz, 1 1 7 dB.

0

0,i

0.0s

Time (s)

59 signal aI14.2 MHz, preamp oIil1l2:
106129.518.2 gV.

i:-,= :n sensitivity: Not specified.

Figure 5

At threshold: SSB (preamp off), 11.5
;rV:
FM, 29 MHz (preamp 2), 0.34 UV;
52 MHz (preamp 2), 0.38 pV.

1;::-yer audio output: 2.5 W into 4 O at
.
:-" THD.
= :- j o response: Not specified.

2.5 W at 8% THD into 4 e (maximum
audio).THD at 1 V RMS: 1.15%.

u!-6

nq19."

9W

(SOO

dB points, (bandwidth)+:

Hzl:445-946 Hz (501 Hz)

CW keyinq waveform for the
FTDX1200 showing the first two dits in full breakin (QSK) mode using external keying. Equivalent
Keyrng speed is 60 wPM. The upper trace is the
actual key closure; the lower trabe is the RF envelope. (Note that the first key closure starts at
the left edge of the figure.) Hbrizontal divisions
are 10 ms. The transceiver was being operated
at 1 00 W output on the 14 MHz band-.

Equivalent Rectangular BW: 500 H2
+ \Hz): 1 60-1 788 Hz (1628 Hz)
.(_z
LSB (2.4 kHz):160-1790 Hz (1630 Hzi
AM (6 kHz): 79-29s0 Hz (5800 Hz).

-

p^S_e

-;:e

rejection: 160-10 meters, >70 dB;
i--54 MHz, >60 dB.

-h,ilsmitter

First lF rejection, 14 MHz, 101 dB;
50 Mlfz,72 dB; image rejection,
14MH2,101 dB;50 MHz, 59 dB.

-20

o

HF and 50 MHz: CW, SSB,

RTT!

-50

pKT,

FM, as specified within specified supply
"
voltqge range. AM, 1.5-45 W (HF),
4.2-93 W (50 MHz).tt

'

-a-cnic

suppression: >60 dB (1.8-29 .7 MHz),
>i5 dB (50-54 MHz).

57 dBc (worst case 17 meters), 62 dB
typical; 50-54 MHz, 65 dBc. Meets
FCC requirements.

!"!3 canier suppression: At least 60 dB.

>60 dB.

--,:esired sideband suppression:At least 60 dB.

>60 dB.

-- -l-order intermodulation

distortion (lMD)
:-3ducts: -31 dB @ 14 MHz, 100 W pEp

HF, 100 W PEP, 3rd/Sth/7thl9th order:
-321-351-421-50 dB (worst case, 12 m);
>-37 I >-381 >44l>-50 (typical). See teit.
50 MHz, 100 W PEP: -29t-g4t-Sgt-57 dB

I'rrr <ey€r speed range: Not Jpecified.

4 to 56 WPM; iambic mode A or B.

:"'rr <eying characteristics: Not specified.

See Figures 5 and 6.

-?-.smit-receive turn-around lime (pTT release

59 signal, AGC fast, 35 ms.

:*:eive-transmit turn-around time (tx delay):

SSB, 38 ms; FM, 36 ms.

r: 50% audio output): Not specified.

!,li

specified.

-.:roosite transmitted noise: Not
specified.

:':=

(height, width, depth): 4.5

:-':e: $1600i

x

14.4

x

-30

.= -40

Transmitter Dynamic Testing

h*'€r output: 5-100 W, (2-25 W AM).

QS1401-PR06

0
-10

o
o

tr

-60
-70
-80
-90
10n

lc-4 f.-2

,fc+2

lc

fc+4

Frequency in kHz

Figure 6
Spectrat display of the FTDX.l2OO
llansmitter during keying sideband testing.
Equivalent keying speed is 60 WpM using
external keying. Spectrum analyzer resolution
bandwidth is 10 Hz, and the sweep time is 30
seconds. The transmitter was being operated
at 1 00 W PEP output on the 1 4 MHz band, and
this plot shows the transmttter output +5 kHz
from the canier. The reierence levbl is O dBc,
and the vertical scale is in dB.

-

QS1401-PR07

0

-20

See Figure 7.

12.3 inches; weight, 21 lbs.

FFT-1 FFT unit,9200; SCU-1 SCU-17 USB interface, $200.

.3r:,cking

gain compression DR exceeded value shown; testing stopped after reaching
:_e_+10 dBm maximum output from the test fixture.
-:=RL Product Review testihg includes
Two-Tone IMD results at several sional levels.
1c-Tone, Third-order Dynamic Range figures comparable to previous re,iiewsireinown
:r lhe tlrst line in each group. The "lP3" column is the calculat6d Third-Order lntercept point
:€cond-order intercept points were determined using _97 dBm reference.

lril€isurement was noise-limited at
the value indicated.
le:.ult valuqsi bandwidth and cutofl frequencies are adjustable via DSp cw bandwidlh
a-,es with PBT and Pitch control settinls.
-1;-tier level must be lowered to 25% of?Ep for proper AM operation, for example
:: W carrier for 100 W PEP

-40
-60
-80
100

120
140
160
180

1x102 1x'103 1x1oa 1x105

1xi06

Frequency in Hz

Figure 7
Spectral display of the FTDXl2OO
transmitter output during composite-noise testing. Power output is 1 00 W on the 14 MHz band.
The carrier, off the left edge of the plot, is not
shown. This plot shows composite transmitted
noise 100 Hz to 1 MHz from the carrier. The
reference level is 0 dBc, and the vertical scale

-

is in dB.
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QS14O1-PRA

2no IF

2nd
Mixer

First lF, 40.455 [.4H2
Selectable filter BW:
3, 6 or 15 kHz

Every Design is a Compromise
When modern solid state frequencv
synrhesizers that could operate
into itre
VHF region became avaiiable, tfre
ireni
in receiver design was to convert
sio_
nats to a first lF well above the
rece"ived
*,n,se (caled,p"oiu"iii gi."
I:lr.-1.{
rnls resulted in a new receiver
arcfriiec_
ture that had a number of adva;tag;;over earlier downco nve rti n g recelv;rs
with an tF in the o VHz reg'lon.
fn ihJ
upconverting arrangement. a single
otgttal synthesizer, perhaps covei.no
7o
to t00 MHz, shifts incoming Hf sig;ais
to a VHF lF, often near 70 H,tUz.
R"
roofing filter at70 MHz follows
the first
mixer (see Figure A).
Upconversion offers simplified local
oscjllator (LO) design and the porsOif_
rly ot excellent image rejection.
lt also
maKes it simple for manufacturers
to
adapt a design to multiple marf<eL'anO
otrers an easy path to general
coveraoe
reception. Unfortunately,
crystal fittei'
technology has only recently
been able
ro produce narrow filters at frequencies
-as 70 MHz, and so far
::.lish
nave much wider skirts than
the civstal
at lower frequenci"s.
llr-e1s
re-cervers and transceivers just
set this
7.A MHz roofing filter OanOwiOttr
wrOeii^an anyreeded operating bandwidth
arc ,se DSp filtering mucf, tater in
ine
s gna chain to set the final
selectivitv
-'''
ca:drvidth for each mode.
For.a receiver that will receive
FM
ano AM as rvell as SSB and
CW, tfrat
lsua iy rneans a roofing filter with
a
:ariy',iotn al 20 kHzoiso. With this
a':a^gerFe-: all signals in that 20
::ic!',,c:- pass all the way throughkHz
lF
:-cl i:ers and mixers and into tne'nrO
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Large Signal Overload and Distortion
Operators noticed some new problems
with modern superhet receivers.
Th;;

were given names such as
strong sifinal
-'
des.ense and intermod.The
root 6f tri"
that signats were not sepa_
lj_"lgT.y:r had
yftiljh"y
been throush muli
1119d
rrpre amplifiers and mixers.
lf th"e signals
enough. or were stroni and
:tron.g
ctose together. they either reduced"recerver gain or mixed with their
harmonp_s and made new signals that could
not
oe separated by the filters later
in the
recerver. We call these
effects btockig
r! p rgssi on dy n am i c run g
?:i:co
n rd o rde r i nte rm od u I ation
dynZ "
m ic
range and we carefully measure
them in
each receiver that we review
range (blocking. IMD and
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"nixing
reiated to oscjllator
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The Solution
the Antenna

-

A Roofing Filter Ne:.

ln order to minimize the dynamic
range problems from strong
signals
to the receive frequency. nar_
9]os9
row rttteflng is applied as early
in th:
receiver as possible to etiminite
tie
unwanted signals before they get
tc:_:
sections of the receiver tnat
=
g,1oblem, ln order to have very nar.c,,.
iltrers with sharp skirts. they
have :c
ar iower frequencies. typ ca
:1.1.?S
rne HF region.
Receivers such as the FTox300C
..
_.=
-i
the downconvertrng architect,,re
s^:
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where :_=
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desk mounted knee switch
headset. We

while using the

didn't try the optional DVS-6

Voice Memory Unit.

Two different three-band mic equalizers
may be used to tailor the frequency response

ofthe system to compensate for your voice
characteristics or to eliminate any frequency
response tilt of the mic. Not only are the
levels of compensation of each band adjustable, but you can also set the center frequency; these features take up 18 menus.
One equalizer is available if the speech processor is engaged, the other with the speech
processor disabled. This is a nice feature, so
you can have one set offfansmit audio characteristics for crisp DX or contest operation
that will be on if the processor is engaged'

and another more natural response for
ragchewing that will apply with the processor off. An LCD soft switch can be used to
disengage the equalization in either situation. In addition to the equalization, the
transmit audio bandwidth and high cutoff
frequencies are settable from another menu.

AM voice workedwell, withreports of good
quality audio, but low modulation, until I
found that the front panel H,ttc ontu didn't
function in AM mode. Instead, there is a
special menu setting for AM mode Mlc GAIN,
and the default value (30) didn't do it for me

with the standard mic. Adjust that and the
receiving folks will think you are using a

tional CT:39A Packet Interface Cable.
In place ofthe individual leads from the CT:

39A cabte, the optional SCU-17 USB
adapter routes the audio signals to and from
the USB connected PC and also manages

modes, each with its fuIl set of menu selections. I suspect this is important if you're
using direct FSK for RTTY or the optional
FFT decoder, but they could be used to have
multiple parameter sets available.

PTT and FSK options. I found it much eas-

Documentation

ier to set up than the direct CT39A connections, and it simultaneously supports the
CAI function all through a single USB con-

The FTox1200 comes with a 136 page in-

nection to the PC.
The USB connection requires software driv-

ers available in the rtlrs section of the
FTox1200 page on the Yaesu website'
While there are partial installation instructions in both the FTox1200 Operating
Manual and the instruction booklet for the
SCU-17, to make it play the first time I suggest downloading and following the instructions available on the website.

The optional FFT-I unit can provide on
screen decoding and encoding from the
dedicated memories (if the FH-2 keypad is
available) of RTTY PSK31, and even CW
without a connected PC. Decoding in data
modes requires very careful tuning, while
the nuro zERo function made CW decode
workvery well. This unit did abetter jobbf
decoding CW than other units I've tried. It
won't, however, compensate for poorly sent
characters or uneven spacing.

The radio offers onrn and Rrnr as separate

struction manual and a full set of schematic
diagrams. The manual is generally well or-

ganized and complete, but is occasionally
vague. For example, the band stacking registers provide a useful function and I wanted
to set them up. The manual provides a good
description of what they do and how to use

them, but provides the instruction: "Program 14.025 MHz CW Mode, then Press
the t+ t'rtHz button." This makes sense, but
doesn't specifically explain how I should
program that frequency. It might have been
more clear to say, "Set the frequency and
other parameters for the first band stack registeg press sro (store) and then 14 MHz'"

found the RTTY and Data sections very
focused on the use of the FFT encoder/decoder functions. Theyjust had a connection
diagram forthe more traditional hookup that

I

I first

attempted before turning to the

SCU-17.

Manufacturer; Yaesu USA, 6125 Phyllis
Dr, Cypress, CA 90630; tel714-827-7600;
www.yaesu.com.

Johnson Ranger.

On FM there are automatic receiver offsets,
as well as the capability to use nonstandard
splits. CTCSS tone squelch is also supported, both for transmit and receive. Channels set up for your 6 and 10 meter repeaters
can be memorized for future use.

See the Digital
Edition ol OST
for a video

overview of the
Yaesu FTDXI2OO
HF and 6 Meter
Transceiver.

Digital Modes
Digital mode operation with the '1200 can
be supported using SSB transmission in
concert with a PC sound card. In addition'
direct FSK is supported for RTTI with all
required connections avajlable at the rear
panel nttv/oltn port usable with the op-

New Products
Light Rover Portable Mast Kit
I-lgttt Rover Drive-On Portable Mast Kit from the Susquehanna Astronomical Society is designed
for quiik deployment by portable or rover stations with assembly by one person. To use it, drive your

he

oveithi self-centering base assembly, assemble the mast sections and connectors, attach the
antenna to the mast, tighten retaining bolts to prevent rotation, raise the mast into position, and tighten
feet (taller
the base retaining bol1-the kit includes a 2 inch OD mast with len-uths ranging from 10 to 30
visit
to
order,
or
more
information,
version.
For
foot
the
10
for
at
start
$300
masts must be griyed). Prices
vehicle

www.susq-astro.org/shoP/.
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